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Look at a photograph- and it will create a memory in your
mind. That’s because a photograph has a powerful pull and it
appeals to all senses, not just visual.

This e-book is a wonderful idea and expression. It makes a
kid recall a tale from his or her own memory. We all write or
create from our own references saved in our subconscious
mind...so, it becomes interesting to see, how every kid brings
out a new memory in the form of a story.

Foreword

Nishant Gadhavi is a solo traveler, writer, photographer & musician by passion,
and a Radio Jockey & Regional Programming Director at Radio City 91.1 FM by
profession. He is the creator and voice behind the two most popular and award-
winning radio characters, i.e. Nishant Ni Chotli and Radio City par N.R.G (Non-
Resident Gujarati). Nishant is also a book lover and in his leisure time, he loves to
read, write, travel & click. His photo stories on Himachal have gained much
acclaim.  Check out his incredible stories on Instagram- storyteller_nishant  and
his Blog - www.wordpacker.blogspot.com

By Nishant Gadhavi



Dear readers, 

This is exciting! We have always believed that

creativity can strike anywhere and here is an

example of that. Taking a photograph as a story

prompt, the young writers of this book impress us

with their interpretations and tightly-packed story

telling that keep us engrossed throughout. 

This book is testament to what youngsters, if given

mentorship and the right platform, can deliver. We

congratulate and thank Tale Spin, our partner on

this project, for their efforts and support. 

We hope you will enjoy this book as much as we

have, bringing it to you. 

 

Editor’s
note

Stories in focus  

A jaguar must face his destiny Nothing like ‘paw love’ 

Run! The aliens are here!

What are the small joys of life? 

Drool! Anything for icecreams!  Meeting a shy sloth bear



Hi, my name is Dwayne

Johnson. I am a jaguar. Today,

I will share my story. 

I had a brave father. His name

was Tim Johnson. He was the

king of Jaguar land.

Unfortunately, one day a

powerful rival jaguar attacked

us and I could not save my

mother and father. I was just 8

months at that time.  He even

tried to kill me, but I survived!

A jaguar
fights
back

BY REHAN AKARSH, 10 FROM
BANGALORE  



After three months, I met
another jaguar. His name was
Brock. We became best friends. 

He taught me new fighting
techniques and one of the best
techniques he taught me was
Fast & Furious. 

One day I told him how a rival
jaguar killed my parents. 

Brock told me that it is time to go
back to my land and fight the
bad jaguar. 

About the writer :

Rehan is a happy going kid. He
knows exactly when he has to
study or do his homework. Big time
junk eater, he has very good IQ and
general knowledge. He is a student
of Tale Spin and goes to National
Public School.  

During the battle I lost my
best friend Brock. I killed
the jaguar thanks to the
Fast & Furious technique. 

After that, I became the
king of Jaguar Land and I
named my son as Brock in
remembrance of my best
friend.

 



One day, I was going through a

folder of my animated pictures,

when I came across a cute

picture of a girl.

In that picture, I saw a 5-6 year

old cute girl wearing a sleeveless

yellow dress. The girl was

cheerfully holding colourful

balloons. She was running across

tall grass and the background

was of a bright countryside

morning.

What
colourful
balloons
teach us

BY ARAV MOR, 9 FROM
HYDERABAD



The bright colourful
balloons reminded me of
‘how colourful our lives are’.

I wish I was there in the
bright sunny country side
holding those colourful
balloons, singing ‘oh how
these colourful balloons
glow in the sun!’.

About the writer :

Arav is crazy about reading. He
loves art and craft. He likes
travelling and adventures. He is a
student of Tale Spin and goes to
Suchitra Academy.

 Whenever I take a
glance of this picture,
my day brightens up.
I like this picture a lot. 



“Wow! What a pleasant day,”

thought 10 year old Andrea,

as she went skating on the

streets when she saw a dog

with a leash! 

She went to take a closer look

and on its collar was written

‘Jasmin’. So, Andrea figured

that the dog belonged to

someone, a lost pet. 

Why a dog
is a man’s
best friend

BY AANYA KATTURI, 7 FROM
SECUNDRABAD 



The dog was a skinny one, she
had light brown fur and brown
eyes. 

Jasmin sat calmly next to
Andrea. Andrea patted Jasmin. 

She took her home and narrated
to her mother how she found
her.

Andrea’s mother was
flabbergasted to see her
daughter come home with a new
pet. 

Andrea and her parents
reached out to the entire
community to find Jasmin’s
owner. Meanwhile, Andrea
became very attached to
Jasmin.  

She started playing with
her, taking her for walks
and snuggling with her. 

Andrea made and printed a
few ‘lost dog’ posters and
stuck them around public
places like metro stations,
supermarkets, etc. 

 



About the writer :

Aanya is an avid reader of books of
all kinds. She loves to do art and
craft, and dance. She enjoys doing
puzzles, sudoku, olympiad and
logical reasoning books. She is a
student of Tale Spin and goes to
Bhavishya Montessori House of
children. 

Though Andrea was happy
that Jasmin got reunited with
her owner, she was heart-
broken to see her leave. 

That was when Andrea
realized the meaning of the
saying, “A dog is a man’s
best friend.”

One day, a stranger knocked on
the door. 

He informed that he was the
owner of Jasmin. 

Jasmin started to shake her tail
vigorously because she was
happy to see him again.

 



On a pleasant morning, there

was a bad news. 

The satellites of I.S.R.O. were

predicting that an asteroid may

hit Earth in the near future. 

There was no effect on the

astronauts; they were still

sitting, chilling and waiting as

they thought the asteroid will

come near and they will change

its direction. 

The day
the aliens
attacked
earth

BY RAGHAV JOSHI, 10 FROM
DELHI



But one month later, the asteroid
destroyed Mars and hit 50% of
Earth. 

Due to the power and size of the
asteroid, all of the artificial
satellites got destroyed.

When the asteroid crashed
Earth, a very huge hole was
formed on the African Plateau. 

Scientists from all around the
world came to investigate if
there was anything on the
surface where the asteroid hit. 

They found nothing, they
couldn’t even find the place
from where that asteroid
came. 

Then the most dangerous
thing happened which was
the opening of ozone layer
and entering of aliens in to
the Earth. Yes, all of this
was was the plan of aliens! 

They sent that asteroid,
destroyed Mars, left, waited
outside for the Ozone layer
to be opened and their
spaceship had entered.

 



Many tiny people landed from
the spaceship and soon became  
as big as a human. 

They all were almost like Lord
Hanuman as anytime they could
turn into the size of an ant and
anytime they could become tall
as a mountain. 

The aliens told what happened
and why they did that. 

They told the Africans that they
created a deep crater as they
wanted all the diamonds to use
as fuel in their machines. 

The aliens pleaded that they
should be given those
diamonds because they
exhausted all the diamonds
in all the planets present in
the universe. 

But the humans refused
them and instead of giving
them they became rude to
aliens. 

Now the aliens got angry
and threatened that if they
wouldn't give those
diamonds they would start a
war.

 



About the writer :

Raghav is an energetic child
having active interests in
theatre, music, and physical
games. He is a student of Tale
Spin and goes to Himalaya
International School. 

The Earthians shot the aliens
but there was no damage.
The Earthians were afraid
now. Then one alien shot
them and half of the
opposition army fainted. 

The Earthians surrendered
and gave the aliens those
diamonds. Aliens now ruled
our planet.

For this war, humans from all
nations came together and they
named themselves ‘The mighty
earthians’. 

Three days later, the battle
started with all of the Earthians
camouflaged in the grass but
the aliens had X-Ray glasses
which helped them see where
the opposition army was hiding.

 



I was six when we saw this

magnificent sloth bear with her

cubs. We had actually stopped

there to see a Brahminy kite.

But out of nowhere, the sloth

bear turned up.

It was an amazing moment and

the first time I had ever seen a

sloth bear. Seeing the sloth

bear with her cubs was very

rare because sloth bears are

shy animals and tend not to

bring their cubs out so much.

Adventure
at Kabini
Safari

BY YOHAAN MARDA, 11  FROM
KOLHAPUR



About the writer :

Yohaan is a wildlife enthusiast
and loves going to the jungle
with his dad. He is learning
photography and is set to join
boarding school. He is a student
of Tale Spin. 

It is an amazing place for a
nature lover with activities
like safari, trekking, boating
and plenty of animals and
birds to see. We did not
expect much when we
booked the safari but we
were lucky to see these
majestic animals. 

At the time I thought seeing
a sloth bear is not a big
deal. How wrong was I !

As we were seeing the sloth
bear, the guide yelled “Tiger!
Tiger!’

We all looked around and there
she was! We all got so
excited.Then as soon as the tiger
saw the sloth bear she went
charging!  

This trip to Kabini was a family
trip and about 55 of us went. 

Kabini is a wildlife sanctuary in
Karnataka, about 200 kms from
Bangalore. 

 



“Woohoo!,” loudly screamed the

best friends who were super

excited when they came to

know the date of Ekka for this

year. Ekka was the best festival

on earth. 

Beverly had been talking about

the Ekka since Dani had come

to Brisbane. He had also been

telling Dani about the best ice-

cream you could have once a

year only at the Ekka.

All
because of
icecream 

BY KANUSHI AHUJA, 8 FROM
INDOOROOPILLY, AUSTRALIA



First, they went on the carousel.
Then, they went on the Ferris
Wheel and a few others. 

They also went on a water slide
and unfortunately, their shoes
got wet and they could not wear
them anymore. 

It was fun and they enjoyed it
very much.

“Let’s go have the ice-cream
now!” Beverly suggested
cheerfully. In a few moments,
they both saw lots of funky ice-
cream vans.

There were so many to
choose from, but they knew
where to go. Dani saw it
first – the world famous
and their most awaited
Annie’s ice-cream van. 

She grabbed Beverly from
the arm and they both ran
towards the van. They
simply chose the Annie’s
special flavour.

 



But oh no! Beverly tripped over
a brown fat twig and dropped
his ice-cream. He was
devastated! He had been
waiting for this ice-cream for
one whole year.

They didn’t have any money to
buy another one either. 

But then Dani remembered
something. “Of course, the time
machine”, she sighed. They both
ran to Dani’s garage where Dani
had created the Time-O-3000,
her latest invention. It was a
shiny hard machine with ample
space inside. The best friends
clambered into the machine. 

Dani then typed in a bijou
box – “Ekka, Brisbane, 3:17
pm”, one minute before the
ice-cream fell.

Dani started the machine
and in a blink of an eye,
they vanished into thin air.
As soon as the machine
stopped, Beverly sprung
out. It worked! 

They both found themselves
near Annie’s ice-cream van.
They bought another ice-
cream from the last piece of
money they had again. 

 



About the writer :

Kanushi loves to read. She is curious
and open to learning. This is the
longest story she has ever
written.She is a student of Tale Spin
and goes to Indooroopilly State
school Australia.

“O-Yeah! I had a great day
at the Ekka!” squealed Dani.

They were both delighted
and now Dani was convinced
that the Ekka was the best
festival ever and Annie’s ice-
cream was soo worth it!

Beverly was super cautious this
time to not trip over anything as
they cherished their second ice-
cream happily.

They hopped back into the
Time-O-3000 and returned to
the present again. 

 



Tale Spin is a place where we spin stories and stretch the
imagination through creative writing, reading, vocabulary
building games and spelling bee.

This e-book is a product of an amazing collaboration with
Bookosmia. Together we are working to encourage children
to express themselves creatively. Its imperative for children
to write to develop creative thinking, broaden their thought
process and most importantly it gives them a voice and
builds confidence.

A note from our partner

Vardhini Sumbre is a passionate and experienced
teacher who has taught in schools in India and abroad.
She has been conducting creative writing classes for the
last 5 years. She has taught more than 150 students from
different parts of India as well as abroad. 

Vardhini Sumbre



Hey everyone! Your friend, Sara here.Hey everyone! Your friend, Sara here.
Hope you enjoyed this book! Why don’tHope you enjoyed this book! Why don’t
you also send in your story using ayou also send in your story using a
photograph as a prompt? We can’tphotograph as a prompt? We can’t
wait to read your creativity!wait to read your creativity!     

For sending your stories and to know how
you can be a part of Bookosmia’s movement

to make children feel heard, write to : 
sara@bookosmia.com

Bookosmia.com



Other ‘For kids, By kids’ books
 by Bookosmia 

Read them for free as a flip book or
download PDF on Bookosmia.com -

Ebooks by kids.




